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THE GREAT DEBATE:
•HISTORY AND UNDERDEVELOPMENT.
THE EXPANSION OF EUROPE AND THE TRANSFORMA-
TION OF THIRD WORLD AGRICULTURE: TWO COLONIAL
MODELS
I. A. Introduction
The European expansion overseas manifested itself,
among , other ways, In a- demand for agricultural products.
These might be either commodities that could be produced
in Europe, but which were cheap enough overseas to justify
the transport costs, or products uniquely from the tropics
and sub-tropics. In both cases they were not only consum-
ables, such as wheat, coffee or sugar but also industrial
raw materials such as wool, cotton or rubber. Demand for
them was not the only reason for colonisation, of course,
and in many colonies the drive toward producing cash crops
for the world market was weak. Even European colonists
might on occasion grow nothing but subsistence crops, al-
beit with less effort than at home. For these reasons, al-
mos t everywhere in the non~European world, European expan-
sion had a notable impact on indigenous agrarian struc-
tures.
From the point of view of the Europeans, two major mo-
dels were followed, each with numerous subvariants. These
were:
a. the creation of an entirely new form of agrarian enter-
prise, guided by the principles of cost analysis and
helped by lärge doses of European capital.
b. the manipulation or management of overseas peasantries
to ensure the production of cashcrops and/or the deliy-
ery of.tribute or revenues of a fiscal .nature.
Each of these models was available and was employed from
the beginning of the European expansion. Before 1750 -
with the exception of Spanish America - European conquests
were mainly executed in order to expand capitalist agri-
culture. The Spanish attempts at managing the Atnerindian
peasantry in Latin America was not followed up. It was on-
,ly from the late 18th Century that our second model start-
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ed to play a part in the process of European conquest
overseas. India showed Europeans that it was possible t
derive an income, from densely populated areas overseas
with which they had previously orily developed trade rel.;
tions. In the course of the nineteenth Century, th
French, Dutch, German and Portuguese followed suit. In gr
neral, however, both before and after 1800, the expansi<
of capitalist agriculture always took precedence sin'
this allowed aa outlet for Investment which was often dil
ficult to realise within Europe, where the existing divi
sion of land and the restraint in creating an agricultura
Proletariat limited the possibilities for profitable capi
talist Investment.
Similar structural impediments to the imposition of c;i
pitalist agriculture could also be found in many othe
parts of the world, however. On the whole, the establisb
ment of capitalist agricultural enterprise by~ European'
outside Europe could only be achieved in those areas o'
the non-European world where the indigenous population ex-"
isted at a low level of density, or could be reduced ii
numbers by war, disease and genocide. This was achieved ii
the Caribbean, the American continent (with 'the exceptioi
of the highland areas of greater Peru, Central America ani1
"Mexico),, Australasia and the Southwest tip of South Afri-
ca. Elsewhere it was only in a few islands of low popula-
tion density (natural or artificial) that European capita-
list agriculture was possible. When it was tried in area:
of high density, it almost invariably fail.ed,- unless thi
power of the state was sufficient to back it successfully.
In general, only the "empty" overseas world allowed the
unlimited expansion of new agricultural business with an
optimum combination of land, imported labour and capital.
. The secohd method, the management of non-European agra~
rian Systems, was always considered as "second best", al
least when it required more Intervention than the simple
use of price mechanisms. Only with the growth of the power
of the colonial state, did it become practicable to admi-
nister Asia and Africa. European investors, however, havr
always remained true to the Investment principles of the
early days of expansion in that European capital was only
transferred into agricultural activities in the "empty"
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areas. During the second phase of European expansion in-
ternational capital was interested in the- development of
harbours, railways and other means of comraunication, as
well as in mining; it never invested in non-European agri-
culture itself. If international capital was interested in
investing in agricultural devel.opment of the colonies con-
quered after 1750 it wanted to create the Situation of a
sort of tabula rasa as it had dorie in the séttlement and
•plantation colonies conquered before 1750. European In-
vestments i u capitalist agriculture could hardly be inter-
ested in the newly conquered areas of Africa and Asia;
they could almost have done without the results of Modern
Imperialism. The (ex-)colonies of white séttlement in the
Aroericas as well as in Australia, New Zealand and South
Africa remained the only regions in the overseas world
where land, capital and labour cauld be combined into an
optimum combination.
The distinction between the areas where the Europeans
were able to ,create a tabula rasa and those where they
could only achieve their objectives by the management of
overseas .peasantries is the key analytical tooi of this
contribution,, which allows many of the particular agrarian
histories of the vario.us continents to be understood. Some
examples of its application will be pre.sented in part II
of this paper. First, however, the two major "types need to
be more closely analysed.
J. B. .The Frontier and Lafcour Migration in the. Development
of Capitalist Agriculture Overseas
Capitalist agriculture is here definod as agricultural
business where the input of land, labour, capital and ma-
nagement is strictly governed, whether consciously of un-
consciously, by economie considerations such as the out-
• c'ome of a cost-benefit analysis. In this sense many agri-
cultural pursuits in the New World as well as in South
Africa were capitalistic. Becaus.e of this principle,'agri-
culture in the Caribbean or in Malaya, for instance, was
mainly organised as plantations worked with imported,
strictly controlled -labour, whether slave 'or indentured,
while ' in New England,, French Canada and South Africa the
family farm was the most prevalent unit of production. In
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our explanation the large West Indian plantation and '
small Massachusetts faraily farm are two extremes on '
same continuüm of capitalist agriculture. The expansion
capitalist agriculture overseas was (and is) closely l i;
ed with labour migration and an ever changing frontier '
tween the colonised and the non-colonised world. B'
movements are a result of the drive to bring land, laboi
capital and management togeLher in an optimum mix.
Two points of qualification need to be made. Fir'
even though capitalist agriculture overseas -was imposs i i
without a frontier of settlement,, the reverse was not t
case. The frontier could be part of both the capital >
and non-capitalist sector. In ,both South Africa and Soi1
America the frontier between the colonizers and the im'
genous world changed because non-capitalist farmers of l
ropean descent needed more land for themselves and th<
children. Nevertheless, the fact that many of the sub s i
tence needs of European farmers overseas were met by tht
own produce- does not necessarily demonstrate their n'
capitalist ch-aracter. Given the generally high transpi
costs of the pre-industrial world, this might be a pi
fectly rational decision.
Secondly, the motivation of individual migrants m
not necessarily have been based on capitalist calculati'
In pre-Plassey India large groups of migrant workers mo^
over considerable distances in search of sheer non-ca]
talist subsistence. Jews in sixteenth Century Portug.-
Puritans in seventeenth 'Century England and starv<
Irishmen in the 1840s could "not allow themselves the l
xury of a rational „economie choice. Still, at least in i
last case, one could argue that the U.S. would have i
sorted to stricter Immigration control if the influx
the forty-eighters had endangered the profit maximis••
mix of land, labour and capital.
In general, however, labour migration as ,well as
frontier are both signs of the capitalist development
overseas agriculture, in which the input of land, lab--
and capital is never fixed, but changing continuously
circumstances require. Most of the emigrants, who--left '
rope, had made the decision to work elsewhere on the ba:
of, a cos.t-benefit analysis. This same is true for th'
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new employers: the hiring of additional immigrant labour
t-as a decision made on the principle of marginal profita-
'dlity. The iriternal colonial labour migratiori to the
ï'rontier was governed by the opportunity costs of labour
oerformed in the establ'ished parts of the coloriy.
The question should be asked why in the development of
apitalist agriculture there existed such an exclusive
ureference for migratory labour above the employment of
locally available workers. As far as the staffing of plan-
i'ations -was concerned, this preference for migratory la-
;our c'ould be explained as a quest for cheap labour. Mi-
grant labourers did not need remuneration for their repro-
luction costs. Both indentured immigrants and slaves pro-
/ided the planter with reliabl-e labour of uniform quality;
'•.he employer did not have to contract or buy workers tfaat
••/ere to-o young, too old or too weak, Onïy af ter the stop-
'>age of the slave trade did the planters resort to a pro-
latalist policy for their slaves. During the subsequent
jeriod of indentured Immigration the British government
iad.forced the planters to import a certain number of fe~
oale" indentureds, from British India.
In addition, contracted migrants and slaves had several
•ther advantages over thé member,s of a local peasantry:
l . both male and female slaves and contracted labourers
could be compelled to Work, which made it possible to
pay "single" wages (or hand ,out lower rations);
'.',. local peasants had an economie alternative: the culti-
vation of their own plots. This meant that the planter
would only acquire local labour if hè paid more than
the local peasant would earn from his labour at home.
To go out and work on-, a plantation was an even more
dlffioult decision to mäke for those local peasants who
had previously been slaves. For them the 'awards of
plantation work had tö be substantially higher than
their own earnings from subsistence farming;
l.~ slaves and indentured labourers were.always available
to bë employed at any moment for all kinds of jobs,
while local peasants had obligations at home which pro-
hibited them from working regularly on the plantation
in particular during the crucial harvest time.
•n conclusion, it should be st-ressed that large scale ca-
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pitaiist pïantations turned to immigrant labour, be it in-
dentured or enslaved, because this was cheaper than em-
ploying local labour from the non-capitalist sector. Only
in relatively empty 'areas was it. possible to control the
plantation labourers in such a way that they remained se-
gregated from the non-capitalist local peasantry.
The Situation is more complex with regard to the devel-
o.pment of small-scale capitalist agriculture overseas. A-
gain, the iocaliy available peasantry was discarded in the
development of this type of agriculture. In the Americas
as well as in Africa, European settlers were attracted in
order to establish farnily farms in areas from which the
resident local peasantry had been removed. As always, the
Situation in the Caribbean presents us with an .extreme ex-
ample. After slave emancipation most colonial governments
in the West Indies were very reluctant to allow the ex-
slaves to become market-oriented farmers and they had -
again reluctantly - to accept the fact that many ex-slaves
had turned into a local peasantry. On the other hand in
almost every ex-slave colony no stone was left unturned to
attract European farmers in order to increase the produc-
tion of botbu cash crops and fóodstuffs. Also in parts of
Africa, the British colonial government. refused to allow
African peasants tb becorne capitalist farmers. Instead,
the British cleared the Kenyan highlands, attracting farm-
ers from South Africa and Europe.
Again it must be concluded that the dépopulation of co-
lonial territories and the subsequent importation of Euro-
pean settlers must have seemed more rewarding to the colo-
nial powers than converting the local indigenous peasantry
into capitalist farmers. In explaining the preference
within capitalist agriculture for immigrant workers and
settlers special mention shoul-d- be made of the dichotomous
stereotype regarding the Africans,, Asians and Amerindians
in the minds of Europeans, On the one hand, the assorted
non-Europeans are regarded as "lazy", "chaotic" and "with-
out any wants", in short as a hindrance to the development
of capitalist. agriculture. On the other hand, the 'same
non-Europeans were considered as important capitalist fac-
tors of production in their function as slaves or inden-
tured labourers. In the minds of the Europeans there must
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have existed a sharp distinction between the "native" in
his homeland and the "native" as a migrating, landless and
society-less factor of production. In this respect, how-
ever, it should be remarked that the Investors in Third
World capitalist agriculture 'were colour-blind. The first
imported labourers in both plantations as well as in fami-
ly-farm America were poor Europeans. They were the 17th
Century victims of the European capitalists, who refused
to invest iri the areas from which these European migrant-
labourers had come. In Ireland, the Irish were cönsiderd
as lazy and backward, as the Africans in Africa, whereas
the American family-farmer or plantation-manager could not
do without them:
I. C, The management of peasant economies
From the beginning of the European expansion, Europeans
have been concerned with controlling and managing local
peasantries. There have been a number of methods èmployed
to extract surplus from them, but, significantly, it has
been' very rare for agricultural Systems to tränsform them-
selves from the peasant model to one of agrarian capital-
ism. Nowhere such a transformation does seem to have re-
sulted from the injection of European capital, and there
are examples of developments in that diréction--being im-
peded by the application of administrative measures of co-
lonial governments.
The form of European impact depended in the first in-
stance on whether or not the area in question produced
crops for the wqrld market. If this was not the case then
there have been three main types óf development. First,
the"quasi-feudalism of Spanish America, in-which the Euro-
peans either directly consumed the surplus or traded it on
the local market. Se'cond, the exploitation of - mainly re-
gional - markets by means of taxation, as in British In-
dia, And, finally, the stëady destruction of^ the indige-
nous economy, to ^avoid competition with "white" farming
and to provide migrant labour, as in South Africa. In i
those cases where^an area could be made to produce crops
for export, also three main types eau be distinguished.
Fist, the manipulation of prices, the establishment of in-
frastructure and, frequently, the imposition of taxes to
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stimulate cash erop production. This is the classic model
both of pre-colonial contacts between European commercial
companie.s and much of the Third World, and also óf many
colouial Systems. Second, the direct extraction of cash
crops from the peasants,,by some means of forced cultiva-
tion. The Cultivation System of Java is the classic exam-
ple of this. Finally, one might mention a system of forced
labour on Eur,opean-owned plantations; this, however, was
unlikely to be profitable in the long term.
All these various forms might of course coexist within
the same country and change over time. Also, they might
coexist with some form of capitalist run, p.lantation/family
farm system, but this, as pointed ,out. above, could ónly
exist in the thinnest settled regions, if it was to have
any long term hope of success.
The most c'ommon of these fórms was the management of
peasant economies, either to ehcourage export production
or to tax the internal circulation, without effective In-
tervention, at the local level. Nevertheless, ,under colo-
nial rule there were numerous attempts at change imposed
on the social order with the intention of rnaking the colo-
ny more productive.
It would be impossible in the space available to de-
scribe all the various measures adopted. What needs to be .
stressed- is the catholicism of colonial exp'erimentation.
For instance, on occasion the colonial rulers attempted to
create an indigenous landed aristocracy;, on others they
strove as hard as possible to eliminate them and strength-
en the peasantryl In some colonies land tenure was commun-
alised; in others, or at other times, it was individualis-
ed. The degree of success and the longer-term socio-econo-
mic effects of each of these measures obviously varied
enofmously from country to country, and from region to re-
gion, depending on, a ,vast range of other factors in the
environment and the historically devéloped social .struc-
ture.
Perhaps two generalisations need to be made in this
context on the impact of European cplonisatioii. First, du-
ring the nineteeiith-and earlier twentieth centuries, indi-
genous slavery was, in theory if not always in fact, abol-
ished in all colonies where it had existed. Where this
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emancipatiori was effective, the whole basis of agricultur-
al labour Organisation had to change.
Secondly, the direct interference of Europeans in the
growing of peasant crops rather than in market management
was generally a late phenomenon. .In the British empire,
for instance, the widespread employment of Agricultural
Extension offices, terracing scheines and so forth only be-
gän in the 1930s, under the influence of the crisis. Only
tbjsn was there the beginning of the technological "devel-
opment" orientated low level management of peasant produc-
tion, by no means generally with success.
IJ. A. The non conquest of West, Africa
The expansion of capitalist agriculture came very close
to West Africa. From the Islands in the Western Mediterra-
nean plantatlon agriculture providing sugar spread to the
islands opposite the West African coast. Suddenly, how-
ever, around 1550, the direction of this expansion~;stopped
short of the mainland and changed completely: the Portu-
guese transferred the sugar cane to Brazil, thousands of
miles to the West of the Atlantic sugar islands.
Mainland Africa seemed too erowded to the Europeans and
consequently the coastal règions were not thought to pro-
vide as goöd an area for the establishment., of planation
agriculture as South America. It was clearly not the rela-
tive advantages of the Brazilian soil and climate for the
production of cash -crops which made the.Portuguese change
directions. In fact, , it was not until the 19th Century
that attempts to grow sugar and cotton in West Africa
showed that the coastal règions of West Africa weré not
suited for the cultivation of these crops. In the 16th and
17th centuries the Portuguese, as well as their successors
and competitors, the Dutch, the British and the French,
did not know that. Their decision to avoid Africa and to
concenträte on the colonisation of the Americas must have
been based on the differences in population density. This
is certainly true for the British, the Dutch and the
French who conquered the Caribbean and the east coast of
North America. After the dramatic.decline of the Ämerin-
dian population in Brazil the Portugues-e also came to
realize that colonisation in the New World" meent the ex-
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pensive importation of labour ,from other continents.
In Africa, on the other hand, labour was plentif
However, it was not until the abolition of the Atlan
slave trade that the European nations (including the U,
started to dev'elop schemes to "bring the West Indie.s
Africa". Changes within the constellation of intere>,
groups in the British parliament caused this legislat-
to yield to the wave of religieus pretests against '
slave trade. Investors, interested in the development
capitalist agriculture, now looked to West Africa wj
different eyes. This change in the European' attitude t
wards Africa in the period 1800-1850 did not mean tli
Africa suddenly had become a tabula rasa, providing 1
ideal conditions for the development of capitalist agr
culture. On the contrary, Africa was as füll of nat i
peasants as it had. always been., Plantation agricultii
raight, however, be possible there because
1. the abolition of the slave trade and of slavery itse
had raised costs spent on labour in the Americas
.that these raight now outweigh the costs for creati'
."empty areas" in Africa for the establishment of plai
tations and the settlëment of European farmers and f<
keeping these areas well sealed off from the indigenoi
society, and
2. part of these overheads would be offset by the use (
relatively inexpensive African, slaves or migrant wo r.1
ers. Only Africa, was able to provide these.
Once again it should be .stressed that the Europeans wet
as afraid of the presence of African peasants as they h,;
always been. They had no intention of creating cap'italif,
agriculture under the conditions as they had found them o
the coast. Capitalist agriculture was only to be develope
if the local population was moved away. Management and ca
pital were supposed to come from Europe or the U.S., whil
migrant, landless slaves or contract labourers were to b
used as labourers.
None of these attempts to create plantation areas witb
in West Africa succeeded. Instead, the Europeans conqüere-
Africa hoping to manage the native peasant societies ii
such a way that the continent would yield products whicl
could be sold at the international commodity market
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Still, the idea of creating enclaves of capitalist agri-
culture was.never abandoned. ,
II. B. 1. Portuguese America (until 1800)
The Portuguese discovery of , Brazil in 1500 hardly
changed anything in the course of European expansion. Af-
ter that year the coastal areas of Atlantic South 'Ainerica
were frequented by both Portuguese and french traders.
The .Situation changed when the cultivation of sugar
cane was transplanted form the island o-f Sao Tomé to Bra-
zil around 1550, although the colonisatioa of Brazil rath-
er than that of West A-frica must have been a deliberate
choice by the Portuguese. Both coastal areas presented the
invaders with the same physical difficulties: unnavigable
rivers, a hostile disease environment and a capricious
climate with - on both sides of the tropical zone of the
Atlantic - periods of severe drought. No wonder that the
well-known historian of the early Portuguese expansion,
Charles Boxer, explains the Portuguese choice to colonize
in Brazil rather than Africa by the difference in the Por-
tuguese evaluation between sedentary African societies and
the "wandering Amer-indians of Brazil".
As a footnote it should be added that many histor-ical
explanations are extremely vague on this important Portu-
guese choice. One of the most recent texts, Wallerstein's
Modern World System.claims that- the Americas were conquer-
ed because of the limited range of marketable commodities
that they produced. However, the same argument applies to
Africa, which'was not conquered until after 1870.
After the initial conquest was made, the Portuguese es-
tablished sugar estates in the Bahia area in a way which
became typical for the establisment of capitalist agricul-
ture elsewhere in the New World. The Amerindians were mov-
-ed away from the plantation zones. At first the Portuguese
esta.te owners tried to use Amerindian migrant labour on.
their plantations brought in from the interior, but soon
African slaves had to be imported from Africa in order to
supplement and 'subsequently take over the manual work on
the sugar plantations. In contrast to Spanish America in-
ternational capital had direct access to the plantations
of Portuguese Brazil from the very beginning.
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The further development of Portuguese Brazil during the
17th and 18th centuries did not deviate from the practic»-
in the establishment of capitalist agriculture elsewherv
in the Americas or in South Africa. A frontier was esta-
blished behind which the native population was pushed back
into an ever shrinking area. By 1800 this process had pro-
gressed already further than in Spanish America, where the
development of capitalist agriculture was rnuch more scat-
tered. Around 1570 the Amerindian .population of Brazil
made 90 % of the total population, around 1815 less than
10 %. In Spanish America the percentages are 97 % and
42 %, although in both areas there occurred a rapid growth
of a native peasantry of mixed 'European, Amerindian and
African örigin, who formed the basis of the non-capitalist
sector in agriculture.
II. B. 2. Spanish America (until 1800)
Originally, the Spanish conquest of America seemed to
have had the same results, as the Portuguese penetratioo
into the New World in that the Amerindian population was
reduced drastically. Three quarters of this groaip were
killed mainly by their susceptibility to European disea-
ses. However, this process of decline in the native popu-
lation was as unevenly spread over the Spanish American
colonies as it was over time.
As iri the previous cases, it is our contention that the
expansion of European financed capitalist agriculture - if
at all - developed in the scarcely populated areas, where
the local Amerindian population had been reduced and where
i) migrant Amerindian or siave labour was used to stafi
the plantation-type agricultural units under European ma-
nagement- ,or ii) where Spanish settlers had started family
farms. . '
In the existing literature there seems to be no.one ac~
cepted opinion about the character of the agricultural
development in Spanish America. Many authors stress the
feudal aspects of the Organisation of Spanish American
agriculture , while others contend that there were several
export-geare.d areas which were run as capita!ist enter-
prises. The Spanish did not seem to have organised capi-
talist agriculture by setting up family farms - there
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existed no Spanish American equivalent to "New England".
Rephrasing the debate in our terms, the development of ca-
pitalist agriculture was blocked by the presence of se-
déntary Amerindians 'or by non-capitalist peasantries of
mixed Spanish-Amerindian descent in some parts and only
the empty areas would allow the establishment of either
plantations or European family farms.
In fact, recent research supports this hypothesis. As
an overall observation it should be remarked, that .there
seems to-be a connection between the 18th Century rise in
the number of Amerindians form 30 to 70 % of their pre-
1492 total and the increasingly autarkie economy of most
parts of Spanish America during the latter part of the co-
loni-al era." The increase of the indigenous population re-
duced the export of agrarian surplus to other parts of the ,
world, in accordance to our thesis.
In addition to these changes over time, it now seems
possible to note differences in the types of agricultural
pursuit according to the patterns of settlemerit. Slicher
van Bath had divided the Spanish settlements in Spanish
America into a collection of concentric circles separated
by non-colonized territories. In the centre of such a set-
.tlëment were found the towns or villages, in which small
subsistence farmers, artisans and civil servants lived to-
gether., A large section of the population of such villages
and towns were Amerindians or people of mixed descent.
These centre areas were most heavily populated and there
it was itnpossible to develop capitalist .agriculture.
The second concentric circle - the semi-periphery - was
situated arouiid the cities and villages and in these less
densely populated areas subsistence farming constituted
the main agricultural activity, both by Europeans and
Amerindian peäsants of mixed descent. In addition some
surplus was exported either to the villages and cities in
the core or to the plantations and mines out in the peri-
phery, Again, the semi-periphery did not seem an area
whefe European .or local capital would . seek to transform
the agricultural system into a profit-maximising business.
A different Situation existed in the peripheries of the
Spanish circular settlements in the New World. In these
areas the native population had been reduced or chased
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away and plantations or mines had been established, mainly
worked by African slaves. Here, we can speak of capitalist
business producing for export overseas and specialzing in
only a few marketable commodities.
In short, the Spanish colonised parts of Ame.rica should
be divided between the relatively densely populated area.s
with a non-capitalist agriculture, in which Europeans,
Arnerindi ans , and their mixed off-spring freely cohabited
and relatively empty areas with "islands" of capitalist
production worked by European management and migrant work-
ers.
Tw.o final remarks should be made. Firstly it should be
stressed that the peripheral areas devoid of Amerindians
were available in Spanish America to be used for the dev-
elopment of capitalist enterprises, but were not always
taken up as such. Both Spanish and international capital
Investments in Spanish America were limited. One example:
the Amerindian population of the Spanish Caribbean (Cuba,
Santo Domingo, Puerto Rico) had been quickly wiped out af-
ter the first contacts as in all other areas of the Gulf
of Mexico. However, it was not until the 19th Century that
international capital started to invest in these relative-
ly empty Spanish colonies. Spanish America was long un-
able, or unwilling, to atträct Investments into these emp-
ty areas, probably because the colonial policy of the
Spanish government was based on a system of taxa'tion gear-
,ed to the non-capitalist core and semi-periphery of its
American empire and on exploiting the mines.
Secondly, the haciendas should be mentioned. These ap-
pear similar to plantations, but use the locally available
Amerindian and mestizo labour. However, Mintz and Wolf
have pointed to the basic differences between the hacienda
as an "old style plantation" producing a surplus for local
export in addition to subsistence crops for internal use
and the new plantations where the drive towards profit ma-
ximisation resulted in a selection of crops irregardless
of the internal subsistence needs. In fact, many capital-
ist plantations had specialized to such an extent that
food had to be brought from óutside. Translated in our
terms, it was exactly the presence of a local non-capital-
ist peasantry which made it impossible for the owner of
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ie hacienda to exploit his estate in a capitalist way.
'l hè could do is to try and raise a marketable surplus.
ithout depopulatiug the surroundings and importing la-
jut frorn elsewhere, the hacienda-owner would be unable to
:hieve the optimum ratios of labour, capital and land,
•ich as would allow him to maximise profits.
l. B. 3. The Caribbean
It has been re.marked that no region in the overseas
'orld was so thoroughly colonised by the Europeans as the
;est Indies. No other area in the world presented as fully
hè features of a tabula rasa. The story of the indigenous
imerindians is well known; their ,numbers dwindled rapidly
md they subsequently disappeared completely from the is-
1ands in the Caribbean. Only in the backlands of the Guya-
las, on the South American mainland, did they constitute a
'native factor", and as such remained thoroughly divorced
from the coastal plantation areas.
-Originally the f irst Spanish invaders thought that the
Ihdians could be used for.mining and plantation agricul-
ture. This scheine failed to work and subsequently African
slaves were imported both from Spain and later - via asi-
snto treaties -from Africa.
In the section dealing with Spanish America it was ar-
gued that the dévelopment of capitalist agriculture in the
"eriipty" areas under Spanish rule had been severely hamper-"
ed by lack of capital. llany of the Caribbean,islands had
remained urideveloped during the lóth Century and the se-
cond wave of invaders had little trouble in re-creating
the tabula rasa conditions needed by the English, French
and Dutch immigrants looking for' opportunities to develop
capitalist agriculture. At first, the family farm was the
dominant pattern among the settlers from Western Europe,
but later many of the Caribbean islands became plantation
areas par excellence. The developraent of Caribbean agri-
culture shows that both European family farms and European
rnanaged plantations are interchangeablë features of capi-
talist agriculture as is the case with small and large
plantations. < '
The main. Caribbean cash crops were sugar, coffee and
cotton, The cultivation of sugar especially was a very ca-
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pital-intensive Operation. The new and expensive teehnical
developments in the sugar milis required the development
of large piantations. For this reasori the number ot
slaves, the amounts of invested capital, the number of Eu~
ropean managers, the total area under cultivation and the
interrial division of arable land were constantly changing.
From one moment to the next a piece of jungle could be
transformed into a plantation or an abandoned area be re-
turned to the bush. -
All this changed on the very moment of slave emancipa-
tion. Suddenly the Caribbean had been transformed from a
heaven for capitalist agriculture to a region füll of na-
tive peasants, obstacles in the way of capitalist agricul-
ture. The ex-slaves were no longer a valued factor of pro-
duction, but had overnight turned into an unmanageable
peasantry. Nevertheless, the post-emancipation history of
the Caribbean shows that the development of capitalist
agriculture remained a feature in. many of. the colonies,
regardless of the respective, metropole. The plantocracy
tried to hang on to their piantations as "islands" of a
capitalist development. Efforts were made to avoid a la-
bour-market, where the supply consisted of ex-slaves, who
had become native peasants, and who could only be relied
upon to work as part-time labourers at high wages. First,
the .planters usua]ly succeeded in continuing the practice
of slavery de facto by instituting a period of "appren-
ti'ces'hip". During that period legal barriers wexe set up
in order to prevent the creation of a peasantry blocking
the way towards the acquisition of small plots of land by
ex-slaves. In addition, the planters imported indentured
labour from elsewhere (China, British India or from other
Caribbean islands) in ari attempt to keep their piantations
as islands of capitalist agriculture with as few tiés as
poss.ible with the non-capitalist peasant surroundings. In
part, the planters were successful, - èspecially in those
areas where the ex-slaves could be prohibited from acquir-
ing land or from squatting, and where they could be turned
into migrant labourers, thus once more becoraing factors of
capitalist agricutural production. Barbadian ex-slaves
worked as contract labourers in Dutch and British Guyana,
while Jamaican seasonal labourers migrated to cut cane in
Cuba.-
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The planters, however, did not succeed in re-emptying
the West Indies to a degree that would have allowed them
again to combine the optimum doses of labour, capita!,
land and management. In .general, slave emancipation ha'd
made the West Indies sugar production less competitive in
comparison with the production of beet sugar in Europa or
with the production of sugar by peasant cultivators in
Asia. Therefóre, the international investmerits in the Ca-
ribbean sugar plantations were withdrawn as soon as the
compensation for, the emancipation of the slaves had been
paid. If some of this international Capital returned to
the Caribbean, it was invested in newly discovered gold-
mines of bauxite sites. The circle which had started with
Columbus' goldpanning Indians had been closed. The Carib-
bean had changed positions: from the "darlings o'f the em-
pire" and a heaven for the development of capitalist agri-
culture it had become a stagnant backwater füll with a pe-
culiar kind of unreconstructable native peasantry. The in-
fluence of the West Indian plantocracy had made it virtu-
ally impossible for the colonial civil servants to try out
our second model of colonisation: the production of cash
crops by rnanaging the peasantry.
II. B. 4, The North American mainland
On the North American mainland several types' of capi-
talist agriculture coexisted, according to the three cli-
matical zones:
1. The South, where agriculture focussed on the production
of cotton, tobacco, rice and indigo,
2. the Middle Colonies which prbduced foodstuffs for ex-
port and
3. New England, where the farmers produced little more
than they needed themselves.
The .relevant literature leaves little doubt as to the
overriding capitalist nature of agriculture in the South.
In some ways, the southern plantations resembléd the type
of capitalist agricultural development which prevailed in"
the Caribbean albeit that the plantations on the North
American mainland were mucii smaller in size and the number
of slaves per owner was far lower than in the West Indies.
As in the Caribbean the profitability of these .cash erop
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plantations was dependent upon the demand as registered 01
the London market.
Whereas, in addition to the plantations, the Soutl
courited many *family farms, producing foodstuffs, the Mid-
dle Colonies specialized in the exportation of wheat and
maize, selling both to Europe and the Caribbean. In fact
it was only New England where the farmers sold less tha;<
50 % of their crops on the market.
The capitalist character of North American agriculture
expressed itself in the ever changing acreage under culti-
vation, the extremely expansive internal migration, the
easy absorption of the high surplus of births over deaths,
the importation of additional migrants from Europe and
Africa, and the relatively small social and economie dis-
tance between tenants and freeholders. All these factors,
taken in combination, suggest a common tendency among the
North Americans towards the optimalisation of the labour-
land ratio according to the prevailing market conditions.
Unlike Europe, land in North America had no "sacred" VST
lue. Farmers sold their land as soon as they envisioned
making a profit elsewhere, e.g. by moving Westward and by
opening up a new plo't along the frontier. The frontier
made it difficuït for land prices to rise and as a resul.t
one did not find, for a long time, restraints on the
acquisition of additional land. The frontier enabled the
average farmer to adjüst bis holdings according to his fa-
mily size either by buying more land or by sending his
grown children elsewhere.
The purchase of African slaves and the shift away from
European indentured labour in 17th Century North America
was governed by a careful cost-benefit analysis. All sla-
very historians from Fogel/Engerman to Genovese seem to
agree on this. During the 18th Century migration from Eu-
rope only persisted into the Middle Colonies, where the
commercialisation of foodstuff agriculture had reached an
all-American high, while, in the South, African slaves
were imported. In all 13 mainland colonies, however, na-
tural growth contributed by far the largest share in, the
supply of additional black and white laboiir. The agricul-
ture of New England was not geared to large exp-orts. How-
ever, the development of other economie activities such as
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horse breeding, shipbuilding etc. must have created a ca-
pitalist competitive element in the use.of labour and ca-
pital within the Puritan society as a whole,
Concluding, it should 'be stressed that the development
of agriculture in North America went mainly along capital-
ist lines. There hardly existed any large sections of non-
capitalist subsistence farraing äs was thg case in colonial
South America.
II. B. 5. Capitalist agriculture in the ,post-emancipation
Attiericas
.The suitability of. the relatively empty Americas foc
the development of capitalist agriculture coatinued after
most of the regions in the New World had gained politica!
inde'pendence. This suitability survived even the abolitiori
of slavery with the notable exception of the Caribbean,
where the ex-slaves after eraancipation had turned into an
non-capitalist local peasantry threatening both the conti-
nued èxistenee of the plantations and the development of
smaller capitalist ägricultural enterprises.
In North America the Amerindian non-capitalist sector
was completely wiped out by the Westward movement of the
frontier. A similar frontier strongly reduced the non-
capitalist ägricultural regions in South America, whe-re
the Amefin'dians and colonial subsistence farmers had to
yield to the large capitalist estates producing- for the
export market despite the political independence of most
of continerital America.
The development of capitalist agriculture in the Ameri-
cas was made possible by the growing European Investments
in the infrastructure and in the ägricultural machinery äs
wellras by the continued Immigration from.Europe.
In the U.S.A., the "South" was turned into a declining
region. . The developmenl of capitalist agriculture had
changed .directions atid now pushed the" frontiers towards
the Pacific. The well-known Homestead Act of 1862 promlsed
a minimum of 160, acres of land to anyone who wanted to
settle along this frontier. The railroads and shippirig
firms provided susidies,to ättract immigrants from Europe.
To quote the words of the governor of Minnesota at that
time: "Give us the capital of more men and we will vivify
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and infuse the breath of life into the dead capital o
millions ,of acres now growing only prairie flowers. I mm i
gration will multiply capital, diffuse wealth, seil ou
town lots and increase activity in every pursuit and busj
ness.".
No efforts were made to attract landless ex-slaves frr
the South. No, after the emahcipation of the slaves tb
South - like the Caribbean - had become a "crowded" are.i ,
where capitalist agriculture was fighting a rearguard at.
tion. In the U.S. South conditions were different f rui
those in the Caribbean in that it seemed even more diffi
cult to keep up the plantations as "Islands" within
non-plantation society. Rather than importing labour frop
Asia,- the planters were forced to employ share-croppers ' t i
continue "growing cotton. By no means all the ex-slave'
participated in this and the others consequently had be-
come obstacles to the development,of .capitalist agricul-
ture. A prominent southern populist .leader claimed tha'
"there is absolutely no place in this land for the arro
gant, aggressive,, school-spoilt Afro American who wants t<
live without manual labour". Schemes were develdped, ,1 c.«
exporting ex-slaves from the U.S. back to Africa as \,eJ
as to Panama and Haiti. In fact, several thousands of ex-
slaves left the U.S., while at the same time millions öi
Eüropeans were welcomed as immigrants.
After the abolition of slavery the economy of U. S
South was no longer an efficiënt capitalist entity, bu'
had become, temporarily, a crowded area of peasants, who,
until the 1890's, . were unable to move to the North i i
search of higher pay. Even after this, capital was stil'
very hesitant to return to southern agriculture. Nowaday,
more cotton is grown in Arizona and'California - harveste<'
by machines - than in the 5 former cotton states.together
In Latin America a similar process as .in the U.S. Soutl
took place in that the ex-slaves and the local peasantr;
of mix,ed European and Amerindian descent were considerei
of little us.e to'the growth of capitalist agriculture. lm
migrants from Europe on the other hand were welcomed Ir,
the millions. The governor of Pernambuco (Brazil) wrotc
"The Immigration of Italians and Germans would help to po
pulate this land instituting a. new crossing from whicl
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will emerge the New Brazilian- much better than the present
one.".
In total 8 million Europeans migrated to South America,
mainly frora Southern Europe. International Investments in
the wheat and beef export sectors used the poor Sicilian
farmer as a usefül sharecropper and farm hand, while the
presence of that same farmer in Sicily itself never, at-
tracted any of these Investments. In fact, nowhere else
were the centrifugal tendencies of international Invest-
ments in agriculture so obvious as in the 19th Century
history of European migration to the Amerikas. Many of
theae emigrants from Europe were impoverished farmers, who
had lost out against the competition of American agricul-
tural exports, which now in turn absorbed ,it.s former com-
petitors.
In the ïiterature the European Immigration into Latin
America is usually associated with the growth of large es-
tates on which these immigrants worked as sharecroppers as
well as with the development of the agro-industries in the
cities. In some regions of South America, however, Europe-
an immigrants also,established themselves as family farm-
ers. The spectacular growth of capi.talist agriculture in
Latin America should not obscure the fact that the non-
capitalist sector in absolute terms ,remained a-s- important
as in colonial times. The managament of the local peasant-
ry became the main, object for the owner of the successor
to the hacienda: the latifundio. He usually managed a"vast
es-tate employing subsistence farmers, who could not manage
to live off their own land.
Until today the two variants of colonial agriculture
are present in Latin America:
1. the large estate, on which land, labour and capital and
management are combined into an optimum mix and
2. the large estate employing part-time peasants who
otherwise cultivate their subsistence plots.
Recent developments show some important changes in this
variant: the large estate managers are trying to turn some
of their part-time peasant workers into a füll time agri-
cultüral Proletariat by a process of decommunalisation of
the -land while the rest of the peasants are pushed into
the cities. Peasant protests, however, show that there
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are limitations to combining the, two types of coloniaJ
agriculture. There will always remain an unbridgeable dif-
ference between empty areas in which plantation-like es-
tätes are established and where the combination of land,
people and management as well as the choice of crops are
strictly based on a cost-benefit analysis and areas in
which the estates use non-capitalist peasant production.
JIJ. AustraIasia
The British colonies of settlement, Australia and New
Zealand, prov-ide very good examples of the applicability
of our model. The major differences between their agricul-
tural histories derive not only from the climate, as sub-
tropical products, possible in Australia, cannot be grown
in New Zealand, but also from the relations between the
autochthonous inhabitants and the immigrants. Thus in Aus-
tralia, the Aboriginal inhabitants were relatively thinly
settled, and were quickly driven off the more fertile
lands óf the South East of the continent. During the
course of the nineteenth century, three major forms of
capitalist agriculture developed in the country, two of
which required considerable forced - labour. These were,
first, the "^squatter" sheep ranches, which soon became the
main supplier of raw wool for the British woollen industry
and was. financed by banking capital from the. metropolis.
These ranchers relied initially very largely on British
convict labour. Secondly, later in the Century, there were
the sugar plantations in t.he Queensland coast, whose la-
bour was also imported under indenture, mainly- from the
Pacific Islands. The third form was on a much smaller
scale, namely middle-sized family farms producing fpod-
stuffs largely for the local market, whéther in the towns,
the sugar plantations or~the mines.
In the long term New Zealand followed the Australien
pattern, with large scale wool production based on fairly
large capital, mainly in the South Island, linked to far
smaller fixed farms, which came to dominate t-he agricul-
tural scène in the North Island. The establishment of'this
pattern was a far more drawn out process, however, Largely
because the Maori population - mainly in the North Is-
land - offered much greater resistance to the settlers,
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first economically and then in war.-Until the 1850's, the
Maoris were able to compete successfully with Eu.ropean
farmers in the domestic market for foodstuffs,, largely
because communal methods of labour kept the costs well
down. Despite a certain degree of paternalist protection
frotn the Government, however, the Maoris were under con-
tinual pressure as regards their land, until this erupted
in the wars of the 1860s. It' was these wars which broke
,the Maori economie strength and deprived them of so much
of their land that, barring a few, generally less fertile
reserves, New Zealand became a colony of white settlement
though not of plantations.
IV. A. Colonial tropical Africa
In the period after they had conquered the great major-
ity of tropical Africa the colonial rulers had a number of
alternatives from which they might choose to achieve the
basic ends of colonisation, namely at the very least to
make the colony cover its own costs and, preferably, pro-
duce a healthy profit for the colonising country or some
particular interest group within it. In brief, these op-
tions were:
1. the,South African pattern of white settlement.
2. a Caribbean pattern of plantations, althöïïgh always
with local, forced labour rather than immigrants.
3. the Stimulation of cash crops production by local ,pea-
santries, • ..
These three patterns competed with éach other, as it
were, -in each colony, although in general there was a
chöice fof the one or the other, but this was not always
so, In "the Belgian Corigo (Zaïre), for instance, the vari-
ous models were all applied, simultaneously and with equal
•lack of success.
The cle'arest case of white settlement pattern was in
Kenya, were, as a fesult of the epidemics, bovine and hu-
man, that had hit the area during the 18,90s, when the Bri-
tish occupied central highlands along the rif t valley,
they .found what they described as "a tabula rasa, an al-
most untouched and sparsely inhabited country". This need-
ed to be filled as soon as possible since the costs of the
Uganda railway had to be covered. A South African model,
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of large farms, was followed, initially primarily will,*
South African immigrants, but then with British with :\
certain amount of capital. Large agricultural capital rr-
mained as uninterested as ever in East Africa until plari-
tations- were set up in the Wetter areas of what were b}
then known as the white highlands. Similarly, i t was onl\
after World War I that la'rge numbers of white settlers
took up farms in the highlands. The settlers concentrated
on those crops which gave a, quicker return, notably maize.
They were financed at high rates of interest by British
and British Indian banks.
Kenya was no pure tabula rasa colony, however, in that
labour was not imported from outside. As elsewhere in
Africa, this was in the long term the flaw in the white
settler system. Local labour was never as malleable as im-
ported , despite the use of the administration both to cre-
ate African landlessness and to enforce low wages. The
settlers generally had to work with a system of labour te-
nancy - the so-called "squatters". The political tensions
this entailed, leading to Mau "Mau, and the uncertainty
among government, circles, especially after World War II,
as td whether European or African interests were para-
mount, meant that white farming as the basis of,the colo-
ny's economie life was inherently instable.
Indeed, attempts to create plantation systems within
Africa generally failed. The most faf-reaching innovations
along, these lines were made by the Portuguese, whose ef-
fective occupation of the interior of both Angola and Mo-
zambique only occurred in the mid to late nirieteenth Cen-
tury. When the former colony lost its pösition as the sup-
•plier of slaves to the New World, attempts were made to
make it valuable by producing cash crops for export, of
whieh coffee was "by f ar the most important. This wa's pro-
duced .mainly in the enclave of Cazengo where an attempt
was made to produce an American style plantation industry,
which failed abysmally as labour could not be controlled
in its own setting as effectively as overseas. A similar
effort in the 1960s, complete with barbed wire fences to
control contract labour, was also a short lived fäilure.
It was set up to help -pay for the .Portuguese fight against
the African liberation movements, and went under to theni."
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Similarly, the various twentieth Century schemes to ex-
port a European peasantry to Africa, which' were always of
a more political than economie inclination - were a com-
plete fiasco. In a populated country such measures always
were.
In Mozambique too the Portuguese attempted in an almost
mercantilist way to exploit their colony for the benefit
of the•metropolis. In large areas of the colony this en-
tailed taking a (large) percentage of tlie earnings made by
Mozambiquans on the South African mines. Elsewhere, parti-
cularly in Quelimane district, attempts were made to set
up sugar, cotton, coconut and rice plantations - which
ironically were largely financed with British capital.
This was accompanied by a ruthless, but never fully suc-
cessful, smashing of African peasant agriculture and by
the widespread and brutal employment of forced labour.
Once again, it was only possible to make these enterprises
pay because of enormous levels of state Investment in con-
trol and power, largely derived (indirectly) from the
South African mines, and when it came, the challenge of
A'frican political movements could not be repülsed, so that
the various companies have now gone out of business.
Nevertheless, the Portuguese were not the only ones to
hope that the establishment of plantations wauld give the
right mix of land, labour and capital to provide profits
for the metropolis. In the Ivory Coast, the French initi-
ally hoped to develop European rua cacao plantations with
locäl forced labour, but soon discovered that this was not
a successful recipe. Rather it only made the development
of prosperous , export-producing peasantry impossible.
Thereafter they would only allow the right of entry to Eu-
ropeans in "terres vacantes et sans maitre" and were
stringent as to what they would consider empty land. The
British, too, were not averse.to attempting large capital,
intensive plantations, though only in what they considered
empty land. For instance, in an effort to supply the world
shortage of vegetable oil, caused by World War' II, the
British government invested enormous amounts of capital in
an attempt to turn a large unoccupied area of southern
Tanzania into a massive groundnut-plantation. Uiifortunate-
ly, the area was unoccupied for a very good reason, namely
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that it suffered from endemic drought, so that the scheine
had quickly to be abandoned as a total loss.
It was only the peasant pattern that, in tbe long term,
could provide the basis of a successful agriculture. By
the late nineteenth Century Europeans had discovered else-
where in the world that they could -manage densely settled
tropical- colonies to their own advantage. The barrier of
disease had been b-foken through. The expansion of the Se-
negambian groundnut production, and the Niger delta palm
oil trade had shown that West African peasants could pro-
duce valuable cash crops for the world market. The disin-
centives to colonisation were thus removed •(which is "of
course different from saying that this constituted the mo-
tivation for colonisation).
Given that these areas were colonised, they had to be
made to pay. As élsewhere there was .the basic choice be-
tween peasant production and enclave plantation agricul-
ture. As ëlsewhere, the decision was far from uniform, al-
though in general the peasant model was chosen, the major
exceptions being the plantations set up by Unilever in
Zaïre and by Firestone in Liberia, for palm and rubber re-
spectively.
Ëlsewhere plantations were not attempted or, wherë they
were attempted, quickly failed. The case o.f the British
Cotton Growers Association in Nigeria is illustrative.
Initially they intended to control the whole production
process, but quickly they realised that they could not
compete with peasant agriculture and reduced their activi-
ty almost entirely to ginning.
In those colonies where the peasant pattern was clearly
triumphant - Senegal, Ghana, Nigeria and Uganda .were the
most notable - the colonial governments opposed the intro-
duction of plantations, or. of migrant labour schemes. They
shrunk from the measures necessary to create the landless
Proletariat which would be required as labour force.
Moreover, they were backed in this by, and gave support
to, the powerful £uropean trading lobby which realized
that the multiplier effect of peasant production would en-
tail much more diversified and larger imports than would
an enclave plantation economy. Thus they limited them-
selves to the provision of an inf rastructure and- the abo-
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lltion of indigenous slavery, the latter not for clearly
economie reasons. Indeed those developments which led to
the growth of indigenous capitalist relations of produc-
tion -were occasionally, though by no means always, cut
off, for fear of social unrest. This was the case, for in-
stance, with the limitation of the freehold rights to land
among the mailo .holders of Buganda.
IV. B. Southern -Africa
The original European settleinents in South Africa were
made in the extreme söuth-west of the country, whefe the
autochthonous inhabitants, the Khoisan, were relatively
sparsely settled and,militarily weak. The initial plans of
the colonists were that the Khoisan would themselves pro-
vide those goods that the Dutch settlers- required. This
was spon found to be less advahtageous than the destruc-
tion of Khoisan social Organisation and the settlement of
European farmers inland in South Africa. Therefore, from
around 1700 on, the South African countryside was increas-
ingly occupied by middle , sized, owner occupied farms,
largely worked by imported slaves or by the descendants of
"the deracinated Khoisan. In this sense the Cape Colony was,
a society'coristructued to a European design, with imported
slaye labour as the most advantageous .alternative. It was
analogous in many ways to the middle colonies of the (fu-
ture) U.S.A.
From the end of the eighteenth Century on, the continu-
ed expansion of the colony to the east and north, which
was necessitated by the extensive stock ranches of the co-
lonists, led to a confrontation between the colonists and
the various Nguni and Stoho-Tsawana peoples. These were
themselves agriculturalists, densely settled and,organised
into Teasonably powerful politics. Over.'thé course of the
nin^teenth Century the inhabitants of northern South
Africa, Namibia, Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland and Zimbabwe
were conquer.ed, "but only to varying degrees coüld a model
of agrarian rel-ations be imposed by the whites. Large
areäs of the region remained in which political Subordina-
tion did not entail a fullscale remodelling of agrarian
•society but rather, after an initial period of relative
prosperity in. which African farmers were able to outcom-
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pete the whites, the steady inipoverishment of that section
of South African society, so that its members became in-
creasingly dependent upon migrant labour (to the mines and
industries of South Africa) for their, cash requirements
and even their very subsistence.
Elsewhere in Southern Africa, there was only one attempt
to create an enclave tabula rasa, on the sugar plantations
of Natal which were worked with imported Indian labour. In
the Eastern Cape, in the Orange Free State, in the Trans-
vaal this was not done until into this Century. Bef.ore
then the settlers extracted surplus by means of quasi-feu- •
dal means of labour tenancy and share-cropping, remini-
scent of highland Latin America. Only after the discovery
of diamonds and gold was both force and, the will avail-
able, as the state became immensely richer and more power-
ful and the presence of the markets of the Witwatersrand
made fully commercialised farming a more attractive propo-
sition,.
In Zimbabwe, too, white settler control of the state
apparatus ensured the smashing of African agricultural
competitiveness.
The problem was that there was no mineral base from
which the control costs of settler agriculture could be
financed. An attempt was made to supply this af ter the
opening of the Zambian8 copper belt, and the Central Afri-
can federation should be seen as an attempt to maintain
Southern Rhodesian white settlers on the basis of Northern
Hhodesian mines, but this failed, so that, in a country
without great mineral wealth and dependent on agricultural
produce for its exports, the strain was too great, and
eventually the Europeans were evicted from power. It,is
still too early to be certain what effects this will have- •
on the agricultural structure óf the country.
V. South Asia
If. the ideal type of o.ur first model, that of capita-
list agriculture, can be described with the adage "ter-
ritories without peasants"., the second might be subsumed
as a quest for "revenues without territory". Oddly enough,
the classical example of this latter type of colony must
always be British India, the n'iost extensive, territory ever
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converted into a colony. As elsewhere, trade and the com-
mercial interest in agricultural products was here also
the starting point. Yet, agricultural products fit for the
world market have always been scarce in India. Considering
the enormity of the land mass of South Asia, its cash
crops were few and European agricultural Investment did
not take place until the nineteenth Century. The subcon-
tinent attracted traders because of its large internal
market for Imports, e. g. for spices, and because of its
industrial products, that is to say its textiles. At the
same time South Asia was at the centre, geographically
speaking, of colonial trading activity in the Old World
and this partly explains the contest between Britain, and
France over the control of the .inain Asian trade routes be-
ing decided on Indian soil, during the Great War of the
mid-eighteenth Century (1740-1748, 1756-1763). But the
British victory in this war created, from the point of
view of commerce at least, more problems than it solved.
The huge sums spent in these wars by Britain, must in the
last analysis be seen äs Investments in a .trade empire.
T,rade would have to increase along the routes of this net-
work in order to turn the Investment into a profitable
one. Büt -it hardly did. This compelled the British East
India Company to take the step away from trade..and towards
the management of the agrarian economy of Bengal. This
step", the acquisition of the socalled diwani of Bengal in
1765, can be regarded äs a major turning point of European
colonial history. It could only be done on the basis of a
new awareness.of European military superiority over Indian
armies, proven at Plassey in 1757. It is true that there
were other alternatives, tried out mainly by private trad-
ers, such as the exploitation of the internal trade system
of Bengal and the greatly increased presents, salaries,
and perquisites, which British dominance now made avail-
able to its officials serving in Bengal. But these advan-
tages were temporary and to the E.I.C. there was no, other
choice but to try, and keep going its trade with the pu-
blic, i.e. agrarian, revenues of Bengal and Awadh (Oudh).
Henceforward, the colonial administration of India
largely meant the management of a peasant economy. This
is not to deny that the peasant economy now and then
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yielded a number of export crops, nótably cotton, opium
and, later, jute. In the nineteenth century, even capital-
ist agriculture in the shape of tea plantat ions made a
start in the thinly inhabited hills of Northern India.
Mach foreign capital was also invested in agro-industries
such as the indigo aiid jute factories that produced for
export. But, in relation to India's total agricultural
activity, the proportion of her foreign trade and its con-
tribution to the national income of the colony were never
very substantial.
Not surprisingly, therefore, it has been said that In-
dia was atypical in the British colonial empire and as an
externally run peasant society the subcontinent has, not
without reason, been compared.to Ireland. Such peasantries
could by rio rneans be transforméd in the image of European-
run capitalist agriculture. Many of the changes that did
occur during the colonial period can be better described
as the processes by which these peasantries adapted them-
selves to the impact of European resource manipulation.
These processes are various and defy an unequivocal de-
scription, the more so as a certain uneasy fickleness is
often discernible in the ways Europeans approached their
numberless peasant subjects. Always attempts at a more
direct taxation of the actual tiller and at a deeper 'ad-
ministrative penetrati.on of peasant society were cut -short
by financial or political failures which led to forms of
more indirect control.
A significant feature, on the other hand, was the,
largely successful, policy to reduce the size'of the mo-
bile labour force. As plantations to absorb these migrant
peasants were wanting, this was an undesirable element
from an administrative point of view. Great numbers of
peasant labourers had always been on the move in tradi-
tional Indian society in search of new patrons whereas
perhaps one fifth of the resident labour force was in a
state of dependency, had but little claim to a periodical
share in the harvest and was, so to say, potentially mi-
grant. This peasant labour force was mobile ^in a geogra-
phical sense as well as jobwise and the most obvious job
apart from agriculture was a military one, either as camp
follower or as soldier. As far as -its military aspects
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were concerned this peasaat mobility was checked by Bri-
tish rule in two ways. Firstly, the several groups of
roaming soldiers that had clustered into large armies,
were defeated during the campaigns of the Sannyasi, the
Pindari and the Maratha ,wars ending in 1818. After these
wars, this danger to settled administration was under con-
trol, though repressive activity continued against a va-
riety of criminal tribes and castes, thugs and dacoits.
Secondly, a sizable part of the peasant soldiery was har-
nessed into the British Indian sepoy army which, in some
respects, must ,be regar-ded as a semi-disciplined peasant
army. This army was recruited in Eastern Hindustan and ab-'
sorbed, until the mid-nineteenth Century, a great part of
the agrarian revenues of the state which were thus chan-
neled back, in a way, into peasant society.
As to other migrant labour, the British system of set-
tlement: tended to b'et on the continued dominance of old
established -peasants and to substitute individual property
rights for diffused harvest shares. The colonial state na-
turally kept those elites in power that were in the best
position to help them to collect its taxes while it at the
same time attempted to control them, among other things,
by an enormously elaborate , and time consuming cadastral
system that often provided the colonial administrators
with agrarian Information about f ields, c'röps, irrigation
and tenants far below the village level.
Yet, in spite of the cadastral survey and the taxation
of government-declared proprietors, the system did not re-
sitlt in total control of peasant society. The actual til-
ler of the soil again and ägain escaped government. This
was npt because middlemen were often engaged as proprie-
tors, but, more fundamentally, because population growth
and the security afforded by the new legal system caused
the accretion of new classes of tenants. This can be seen
as the form in which the old patterns of migrant ägricul-
tural labour in search of farming opportunities,
reasserted themselves. Below the well-ordered social stra-
ta ruled by property rights, a legal jungle of tenancy re-
ïationships came into being. After 1850, to prevent chaos,
the Bxitish government was compelled to transfer certain
proprietary rights, to the tenantry and to recognize, for
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instance, that "occupancy rights" could accrue in cour
of time (the 12-year rule). This, of course, was difficu
to reconcile with the administration of,justice as intr-
duced by the British. As new layers of tenants, undert'
nants, and dependents appeared and power relationshi]
changed in 'agrarian society, a gradually increasing bo-
of tenancy laws was passed. The process continued wei
into the twentieth Century. In Bengal and Bihar, for i.'
stance, as tenants' rights were registered and protectei1
often a new class of dependent undertenants appeared thri
were unprotected and whose rights were not registered. BIJ
elsewhere also, the phenomenon of increasing official p r r-
tection along with the accretion of a new dependent das
of semi-landless labourers was general. It meant, in fact
that the tension between the rule of European law and th
built-in processes of Indian agrarian society now becam-
part of the procedures by which agrarian society was deal •
with by colonial rule. It can also, perhaps more signiff
cantly, be regarded as the way in which agrarian societ;
continued the various old patterns of dependency by adapt
ing them and allowing them to be squeezed and jointed t'
the rule of law.
Basic to these"embarrassments of colonial rule in Indi.
was that crucial decisions about peasants' rights and the
agrarian économy had been dictated by the financial an<ï
commercial stringencies of empire. The assumptiori that
market forces should be freed from the constraints of tra-
ditfonal society was, of course, part and parcel of this .
A result of this again was the transfer of land to non-
agriculturalist as a result of indebtedness. Late in the
nineteenth Century the British passed several- laws afford-
ing relief to peasant proprietors and prohibiting the
transfer of land to non-agricultural creditors in selected
areas, thus admitting the failure of one of the central
assumptions of colonial administration.
Paradoxically, but in perfect harmony with our thesis,
the British impact on ,agriculture was gréater in those
areas that were, sp to say, at one remove of peasant so-
ciety. During the second half of the nineteenth Century
the Department of Public Works supplanted the Military De-
partment (that, until 1857, had employed the peasant army
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of sepoys) as the -most significant spendiiig department of
the administration. In the canal colonies, especially
those of the Punjab, something approaching to ,an agrarian
economy based on empty space, family farms, and immigrant
labour took shape. It was the beginning of a phenomenon
which since then, in a haphazard way, has reappeared in
some more densely populated, regions of India and in which
one may gradually discern a certain convergence of tradi-
tional agriculture and capitalistic enterprise: the emer-
gence of the socalled rieh peasant and the green revolu-
tion. ~But, as one would expect, before this was well under
way, colonialism was over.
V. B. Soütheast Asia
,The story of capitalist enterprise and peasant agricul-
ture in Indonesia is certainly one of the most dramatic
~and tragic of colonial history and is as such described by
Geertz iü his "Agricultural Involution". The structure of
land ownerh'sip is, hè contends, only an indifferent guide
to the social patterns emerging under the impact of Dutch
rule. The intricacies .of tenancy and sharecropping defy
description in a systematic way, as they do in India. Es-
sentially, what was tried on Java was to square the circle
and to superimpose commercial" capitalism- upon a subsis-
tence peasant economy. During the 17th and 18th centuries,
indigenous, agriculture in the Indonesian archipelago - un~
like India - produced a variety of crpps for which there
was a demand on the world market. Some of these export
•crops such as sugar were produced by peasants (in addition
to their own subsistence) responding to the market price.
Other crops,* perennials such as coffee, were produced by
the imposition of colonial labour taxes on the peasantry
in the "empty" areas which still existed on Java. The
"Priangan" System provides us with an 18th Century example
of this kind'of co.lonial peasant "management.
However, in the beginning of the 19th Century, the
Dutch colonial government in Indonesia found the price rne-
chanism to be an insufficient instrument to induce the
peasants to a higher production of export crops. At the
same time Dutch colonial government was desperately trying
to raise more revenue. The solution was the Cultivation
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System, begun in 1830. The world market was floode«
this system of direct extraction of cash crops from
Javanese peasants, the proceeds of which not only erur
the Dutch to pay for their colonial administration,
also to transfer substantial amounts to the coffers oJ
home government. For a time it seemed that the Dutch c<
nial administration was able to achieve results in
production of colonial cash crops without European mf'
ing with the economie structlure of the village. Anywli
in the world such results had until then only been j-
duced by introducing capitalist agriculture backed b'
large input of European capital and management.
The Cultivation System on Java was suprisingly s
cessful from an economie point of view, but boosted
peasantisation of Javanese society in that its peasa*
produced largë amounts of export crops above its subs
tence, while they remained shielded from capitalist pei
tration by the Dutch colonial administration. Geertz ty]
fied the history of Indonesia as one long attempt to br
Indonesia's crops into the modern world, but not its pi
ple.
After the abolition of the Cultivation System, priv,,
enterprise took over the function of the colonial govei
ment in providing both a link and a shield between the l
donesian peasants and the world market. After 1870 priva
sugar producers continued the management of sugar facl
ries on Java employing the villagers as well as s-ome
the fields of the indigenous desa. Nowhere on Java, ho
ever, real plantations were established; the Javanese u
sas remained as centres of subsistence farming.
Capitalist agricultural development occurred (main] •
on plantations on the "empty" outer Islands, particular'
on Sumatra, using Chinese and Javanese migrant labour. (
the one hand, Java -sank deeper into an extremely laboi
intensive rice ecönomy in which the marginal productivit
of labour input was zero.. On the other hand, a separat
ecönomy, based oii crops like tobacco and rubber and gean
to the world market, came into being th; i was ,capital ir
tensive and extremely profitable.
Malaya perhaps can best be compared to Sumatra: muc
empty space and capitalist agriculture, mainly in rubbo
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plantations. These plantations relied heavily on Indian
and Chinese migrants, especially since the beginning of
the present Century.
The case of the Philippines is more complex. Before the
U.S. conquest there existed a non-capitalist subsistence
agriculture worked by sharecropping peasants and run by a
variety of small, medium and large landlords of Spaiiish
and of mixed Spanish-Philippino descent. The larger
estates produced a marketable surplus of sugar and rice.
After 1898 the new U.S. adrninistration tried to intro-
ducé capitalist agriculture within the indigenous struc-
ture, which - in accordance with our thesis - failed. The
Americans" tried to restructure Philippino agriculture by
creating indigenous family farms whereas this type of ca-
pitalist agriculture could,only be established by removing
the natiye non-capitalist peasantry and by introducing Eu-
ropean or U.S. settlers. American attempts at anti-usury
legislation and the distribution of all public land to
cultivators as family farms proved unsuccessful as did co-
operative credit schemes. Landlord pressure on the admini-
stration prevented the creation of peasant-ownership and
led to an increase of sharecropping and landless labour.
. The growing agricultural exports .produced by an indige-
nous non-capitalist agricultural economy made for a dee-
pening peasantisation and led to revolts, particularly
since the 1930s. However, the system based on the articu-
lation between the capitalist export sector and the non-
capitalist peasant production of cash crops survived.
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